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Abstract:    Application Layer Multicast (ALM) can greatly reduce the load of a server by leveraging the outgoing bandwidth of 
the participating nodes. However, most proposed ALM schemes become quite complicated and lose bandwidth efficiency if they 
try to deal with networks that are significantly heterogeneous or time-varying. In earlier work, we proposed MutualCast, an ALM 
scheme with fully connected mesh that quickly adapts to the time-varying networks, while achieving provably optimal throughput 
performance. In this paper, we study how MutualCast can be paired with adaptive rate control for streaming media. Specifically, 
we combine Optimal Rate Control (ORC), our earlier control-theoretical framework for quality adaptation, with the MutualCast 
delivery scheme. Using multiple bit rate video content, we show that the proposed system can gracefully adjust the common 
quality received at all the nodes while maintaining a continuous streaming experience at each, even when the network undergoes 
severe, uncorrelated bandwidth fluctuations at different peer nodes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Many applications, such as software distribution, 
Internet TV/video streaming, video conferencing, 
multiplayer gaming, personal media distribution and 
P2P web content duplication, distribute the same 
content from one source node to many destination 
nodes. For these applications, IP multicast is an ideal 
network layer solution. A distribution tree rooted at 
the source can be formed to reach an arbitrary number 
of receivers. During content distribution, every single 
piece of data from the source is duplicated at the in-
termediate tree nodes (routers) and the load on the 
source is kept minimal. Due to many reasons, how-
ever, IP multicast is not widely available and Appli-
cation Layer Multicast (ALM) becomes a viable al-
ternative. The general concept of ALM is to build a 
multicast overlay with all the participating nodes. 
Then, every node can duplicate and redistribute data 
to others connected through the overlay, and thus 
functions similarly as a router in IP multicast. Here, 
the nodes are peers to each other.  
Compared to centralized solutions where all the 
receivers get data directly from the source, ALM 
leverages the upload bandwidths of all the peer nodes 
and in turn significantly reduces the load on the 
source. Intuitively, the more ALM exploits the peers’ 
upload bandwidths, the higher overall throughput can 
be achieved. In fact, the maximum system wide 
throughput (or distribution capacity) is completely 
determined by the aggregate upload bandwidths of all 
the participating nodes (including the source). Note 
that the download bandwidths of the nodes are of less 
concern, as the penetration of broadband network 
virtually ensures that the whole network is asymmet-
ric, as most residential nodes have a much narrower 
upload pipe than the download. Trying to achieve the 
distribution capacity is one of the key ALM design 
issues. 
ALM can be used for asynchronous data distri-
bution (e.g. file sharing). Many schemes have been 
proposed and studied, such as BitTorrent (Cohen, 
2003), FastReplica (Cherkasova and Lee, 2003), 
Bullet (Kostic et al., 2003), just to name a few. As a 
matter of fact, some schemes utilize the peers’ upload 
bandwidths very efficiently. For instance, the study of 
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BitTorrent (Bharambe et al., 2005) reveals that the 
nodes operate fairly close to their upload capacity 
under normal conditions. Recently developed Ava-
lanche scheme (Gkantsidis and Rodriguez, 2005) can 
achieve even higher distribution throughput at the 
start and the end of distribution by using network 
coding.  
ALM can also be used for synchronous data 
distribution, e.g., synchronous streaming media de-
livery. Many schemes have been proposed and stud-
ied in this space, such as End System Multicast 
(ESM) (Chu  et al., 2000), Scattercast (Chawathe, 
2000), Overcast (Jannotti et al., 2002), CoopNet 
(Padmanabhan et al., 2003), SplitStream (Castro et 
al., 2003), Scribe (Castro et al., 2002), Bayeux 
(Zhuang et al., 2001), CAN-multicast (Ratnasamy et 
al., 2001), and more recently CoolStreaming (Zhang 
et al., 2005), PPLive (http://www.pplive.com), Fei- 
dian (http://tv.net9.org), etc. Similar to asynchronous 
data distribution, these schemes also strive to maxi-
mally utilize the peers’ upload bandwidths. For ex-
ample, in ESM, all the peer nodes construct an over-
lay in a self-organizing and fully-distributed manner. 
Then, they gather information on network path char-
acteristics using both passive monitoring and active 
measurements. The overlay structure is continuously 
refined as more network information becomes avail-
able. In ALMI (Pendarakis et al., 2001), each session 
has a session controller which constructs a shared tree. 
The tree is periodically recalculated based on the 
end-to-end measurements collected by the session 
members. CoopNet and SplitStream split the content 
into multiple stripes and distribute the stripes across 
separate multicast trees with disjoint interior nodes. 
Thus, any peer could be an interior node in one of the 
multicast trees, and contribute to forwarding the 
content. CoolStreaming dynamically adjusts data 
requests sent to the peers based on content availability 
and connection characteristics, in the hope of re-
trieving data from the peers at maximum rates. All 
these schemes, however, are yet to achieve the dis-
tribution capacity, despite of their complexities.  
One unique aspect of streaming media, which 
makes it fundamentally different from file sharing, 
lies in the fact that users demand smooth playing 
experience. The users might be willing to wait rea-
sonable amount of time initially, but once the play-
back starts, no unintentional interruption is ever de-
sirable. In the Internet environment, however, net-
work dynamics (e.g. delay, jitter and congestion) can 
and do occur. The available bandwidth, packet loss 
and packet delay all fluctuate. In an ALM overlay 
composed by many peer nodes, the variations of in-
dividual node will also affect the distribution capacity. 
To maintain continuous user experience, it is there-
fore crucial to consider these network dynamics when 
designing an ALM scheme. Obviously, one easy way 
to cope with the changes of network conditions is 
through over-provision. By choosing a streaming bit 
rate well within the distribution capacity, many 
schemes get around this problem. In fact, as pointed 
out by  Wang et al.(2004), the network bandwidth, 
delay and jitter fluctuations can be well concealed 
when the available throughput is much higher than the 
streaming bit rate. Indeed, authors’ limited experience 
with practical systems, such as CoolStreaming, 
PPLive and Feidian shows reasonable continuity. 
However, the biggest disadvantage is that the recep-
tion quality offered by these systems is quite limited 
due to the over-provision. Ideally, the streaming 
quality should adapt accordingly as the distribution 
capacity varies. The faster all the peers can upload, 
the better quality each node should receive. Yet, it is 
very difficult (if not impossible) for general ALM 
schemes to know the distribution capacity and adapt 
the streaming quality accordingly, especially when 
the network is significantly heterogeneous or time- 
varying.  
Therefore, peer-to-peer streaming systems usu-
ally face the following dilemma. On one hand, the 
systems try to maximally exploit the peer nodes’ 
upload capacity, so as to increase the overall 
throughput. While on the other hand, the systems tend 
to over-provide and choose relatively low streaming 
bit rates, thus resulting in inefficiency and less satis-
factory experience.  
In this paper, we address this dilemma with an 
adaptive peer-to-peer streaming solution using a 
MutualCast framework. MutualCast arranges the 
nodes in a fixed topology. It adapts efficiently to 
bandwidth variations of individual nodes and 
achieves provably optimal throughput performance. 
Moreover, MutualCast can be effectively imple-
mented using redistribution queues, which naturally 
provide information needed for quality adaptation. 
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control-theoretical framework for quality adaptation, 
with the MutualCast delivery scheme. Using multiple 
bit rate video content, we demonstrate that the pro-
posed system can gracefully adjust the common 
quality received at all the nodes while maintaining a 
continuous streaming experience at each, even when 
network dynamics cause independent, severe band-
width fluctuations.  
We present the major ideas in our paper as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we describe the MutualCast frame- 
work, including distribution routes, bandwidth allo-
cation and distribution queues. In Section 3, we for-
mulate the quality adaptation as a feedback control 
problem and describes an optimal linear quadratic 
control solution. We then describe how to combine 
MutualCast with ORC through the redistribution 
queues. In Section 4, we present experimental results 
from a real system using multi bit rate encoded video 
content. Finally, we conclude the article in Section 5.  
 
 
MUTUALCAST DISTRIBUTION 
 
Framework 
MutualCast (Li et al., 2005) differs from many 
peer-to-peer delivery schemes in that it uses a fixed 
network topology, but adapts by letting peer nodes 
with different capabilities distribute different amount 
of content. MutualCast splits the content into many 
small blocks. Each block is assigned to one single 
node for redistribution, which could be a peer node 
requesting the content, a peer node not requesting the 
content, or even the source node itself. The node in 
charge of redistribution is then responsible for du-
plicating the block to all other peer nodes requesting 
the content. Intuitively, the number of blocks as-
signed to each node should be proportional to its 
capability. A more capable node may redistribute 
more blocks, and a less capable node may redistribute 
fewer. Then, even though the nodes’ capability to 
distribute blocks may vary due to fluctuations in their 
upload bandwidths, packet loss and packet jitter, 
MutualCast can easily cope with these dynamics on 
an ongoing basis. 
The MutualCast framework can be illustrated 
using an example shown in Fig.1. The source node s 
has content which is chopped into 8 blocks. Among 
the total  4  peer  nodes, 3  nodes  (t1, t2  and  t3) want  a  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
copy of the content, and the other node (t4) does not 
want a copy but merely assists in the distribution. 
Some blocks (e.g. 1, 2, 3 and 4) are assigned to nodes 
t1, t2 and t3 for redistribution. Taking block 1 as an 
example, it is first sent by the source node to t1, which 
then forwards it to t2 and t3. Some blocks (e.g. 5, 6 and 
7) are assigned to nodes t4. Taking block 5 as an 
example, it is first sent by the source node to t4, which 
then forwards it to all t1, t2 and t3. Other blocks (e.g. 8) 
are assigned to the source node itself, which directly 
distributes these blocks to all peer nodes requesting 
the content (i.e. t1, t2 and t3 in here). Note that the size 
of the block is a compromise between the granularity 
of distribution and the overhead required for identi-
fying the block. We choose the block size to be 1 kB 
in our implementation. It should be clear from this 
example that the network topology of MutualCast is 
in fact generic and fixed. Indeed, MutualCast relies on 
bandwidth reallocation to adapt to the network con-
dition variations, instead of less preferred approaches 
of adapting the network topology itself. Of course, the 
fixed and fully connected topology limits the size of 
the MutualCast network.  
 
Distribution routes and bandwidth allocation 
The above example shows that the MutualCast 
network distributes the content blocks through three 
routes: (1) through the content-requesting peer nodes; 
(2) through the non-content-requesting peer nodes; 
and (3) directly from the source node. In general, if 
the MutualCast network includes a source node, N1 
content-requesting peer nodes (N1>1 as otherwise the 
problem is trivial) and N2 non-content-requesting (but 
willing to assist in distribution) peer nodes, the con-
tent blocks will be distributed through N1 height-2 
trees with intermediate degree N1−1 (with the inter-
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mediate node being one of the content-requesting 
nodes), N2 height-2 trees with intermediate degree N1 
(with the intermediate node being one of the 
non-content-requesting nodes), and one height-1 tree 
with degree N1, all rooted at the source node.  
Now, the bandwidth allocation question is which 
block should be assigned to which tree. Using a sim-
ple example, we can gain useful insights. Assume a 
portion of the content to be distributed needs band-
width B. If it is assigned to distribute through a con-
tent-requesting peer node, then the upload bandwidth 
is (N1−1)B at the intermediate node and B at the 
source node. Similarly, if it is distributed through a 
non-content-requesting peer node, then the upload 
bandwidth is N2B at the node and B at the source. 
However, if it is directly distributed by the source 
node, then the source bandwidth is N1B and much 
higher. Since it is desirable to use source bandwidth 
effectively, we should assign as many blocks as pos-
sible to the peer nodes (both content-requesting and 
non-content-requesting) and only assign blocks di-
rectly to the source node as the last resort.  
This observation leads to the following general 
bandwidth allocation scheme. Among the three dis-
tribution routes outlined above, the most preferred 
route is route 1, followed by the route 2. Only when 
the source node still has upload bandwidth left after 
exhausting the routes 1 and 2, it may choose route 3 to 
distribute content directly to the peer nodes. Assume 
that in the MutualCast network the source node has an 
upload bandwidth Bs, the N1 content-requesting peer 
nodes have an average bandwidth B1, and N2 
non-content-requesting peer nodes have an average 
bandwidth B2. Applying the distribution route selec-
tion strategy, the distribution capacity of the Mutu-
alCast network, defined as the maximum amount of 
content sent to the peer nodes, is obtained as:  
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This shows that before the upload bandwidths of all 
the peer nodes have been exhausted, the distribution 
throughput is limited only by the upload bandwidth of 
the source node. All the N1 content-requesting peer 
nodes receive content at the rate of the upload band-
width of the source node. After the upload band-
widths of all the peer nodes have been exhausted, the 
distribution throughput becomes (1/N1)th of the sum 
of the upload bandwidths of the network (N1B1+ 
N2B2+Bs) minus a small portion (N2B2/N1) wasted in 
the distribution through non-content-requesting peer 
nodes.  
 
Distribution route selection through redistribu-
tion queue 
With the priority outlined in the previous sub-
section, if the available upload bandwidths of the 
source and all the peer nodes are known, the band-
width allocated between any two nodes may be cal-
culated, and content blocks be distributed accordingly. 
However, there is an even simpler method that works 
in a distributed fashion. Simple queues can be used to 
estimate the bandwidth on any connections, and in 
turn govern the selection of the distribution routes 
based on the status of the queues. In this way, implicit 
bandwidth allocation can be achieved without 
knowing of the bandwidths.  
The key idea is to establish a queue to buffer 
content being sent from one node to another, and to 
use the queue to control the speed of distribution 
between any two nodes. In our implementation of 
MutualCast, the connections between nodes are es-
tablished via TCP protocol. The redistribution queues 
are thus simply the TCP send and receive buffers. An 
additional advantage of using TCP is that the flow 
control, reliable data delivery and node leave events 
are all automatically handled by TCP. Reliable data 
delivery in MutualCast is inherited through these 
reliable TCP connections. Congestion control in 
MutualCast is likewise inherited.  
Let forward link represent the TCP connection 
carrying blocks to be redistributed, and delivery link 
the TCP connection carrying blocks not to be further 
redistributed. Then, each peer node establishes one 
delivery link with every other content-requesting peer 
node. The source node establishes one forward link 
with every non-content-requesting peer node, one 
forward and one delivery link with every content- 
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routes then boils down to finding available slots in 
these links.  
We now examine the workflow of the source and 
peer nodes. Each content-requesting peer node con-
sists of two threads. One thread receives blocks from 
the delivery links. The other thread receives blocks 
from the forward link and redistributes them to all the 
other content-requesting peer nodes through the de-
livery links. For the non-content-requesting peer 
nodes, only the forward link thread is in operation.  
The operational flow of the forward link thread 
of a peer node (both content-requesting and non- 
content-requesting) is shown in Fig.2. In each of the 
loop iteration, the peer node removes one content 
block from the incoming forward link, and copies the 
block onto the outgoing delivery links of all the other 
content-requesting peer nodes. The thread does not 
remove another content block from the incoming 
forward link until it has successfully copied the last 
content block onto all the delivery links. That way, if 
the outgoing delivery links are blocked, possibly 
resulted from reaching the limit on the upload band-
width, the peer node will stop removing the content 
blocks from the incoming forward link. The receiving 
rate of the forward link thus is effectively regulated to 
be (1/M)th of the upload bandwidth, where M is the 
number of nodes that the content block is redistrib-
uted to. Clearly, M equals N1−1 for the content-     
requesting peer node and N1 for the non-content- 
requesting peer node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The operational flow of the delivery link thread 
(only in the content-receiving peer nodes) is shown in 
Fig.3. For content blocks arriving on the delivery 
links from nodes other than the source node, the op-
eration is simply to remove them from the link as 
soon as they arrive. For content blocks arriving on the 
delivery link from the source node, we put an addi-
tional constraint that the blocks are removed only 
when the receiving buffer length of the forward link 
from the source node is above a certain threshold. The 
rationale is that the delivery link and the forward link 
are two competing TCP connections sharing the same 
network path from the source to the peer node. The 
content blocks sent through the forward link have 
higher priority, as they are to be redistributed to the 
other content-requesting peer nodes. The receiving 
buffer length policy guarantees that the bandwidth of 
the forward link is at least (1/M)th of the upload 
bandwidth before the delivery link is activated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The operational flow of the source node is shown 
in Fig.4. For each content block, the source node 
selects one of the distribution routes based on the 
status of the redistribution queues. The route selection 
is based on the following order of priorities: the 
highest priority to redistribute through the content- 
requesting peer nodes, followed through non-content- 
requesting peer nodes, and the lowest priority to dis-
tribute directly from the source node.  
As shown in Fig.4, the source node first checks if 
there is space available in the forward links to the 
content-requesting peer nodes. If the send buffer of 
one of the forward link is not full, the content block is 
put into the buffer to be sent to the corresponding peer 
node,  which  then  redistributes  the  block  to  all  the 
Remove one content block from the  
forward link 
Success delivery  
to all peers? 
Wait Forward link empty? 
No
Put the block in the delivery link to  
every content requesting peer nodes 
Wait
Yes 
No 
Yes
Fig.2  Forward link thread peer node 
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other content-requesting peer nodes. If no available 
space can be found, the source node checks the for-
ward links to the non-content-requesting peer nodes. 
If there is space available, then the content block is 
put into the buffer of the corresponding forward link. 
If there is still no space available even on these links, 
the source node pursues the final distribution route. It 
checks if there is space for one block available in all 
the delivery links to all the content-requesting peer 
nodes. Combined with the receiving buffer length 
policy in Fig.3, this ensures that the bandwidth of the 
forward link does not get squeezed by the traffic of 
the forward link. If space is found, the content block 
is replicated and put into the delivery link to each 
content-requesting peer node. If there is no space on 
any of the distribution routes, the source node will 
wait for a short time before it retries again.  
Using redistribution queues and the above op-
erational strategy for the peer and source nodes, 
MutualCast handles anomalies such as packet loss 
and network congestion by adjusting the upload 
bandwidths of the nodes. It also achieves the distri-
bution capacity by fully utilizing the upload band-
widths of the source and all the peer nodes (refer 
to (Li et al., 2005) for theoretical analysis and opti-
mality proof).  
 
 
STREAMING QUALITY ADAPTATION 
 
It should be clear now that the MutualCast net-
work achieves optimal throughput performance. As 
the available upload bandwidth of individual peers 
varies, so does the throughput. When media content is 
streamed through the MutualCast network, it cer-
tainly faces time varying network conditions. How-
ever, users still expect that the startup delay will be 
low, playback will be continuous, and quality will be 
as high as possible given the average throughput.  
Buffering at the client is the key to meeting these 
user expectations. Technically, buffering serves sev-
eral distinct but simultaneous purposes. First, it al-
lows the client to compensate for short-term varia-
tions in packet transmission delay (i.e., “jitter”). 
Second, it gives the client time to perform packet loss 
recovery if needed. Third, it allows the client to con-
tinue playing back the content during lapses in net-
work bandwidth. And finally, it allows the content to 
be coded with variable instantaneous bit rate, thus 
improving overall quality.  
By controlling the size of the client buffer over 
time it is possible for the client to meet the above 
mentioned user expectations. If the buffer is initially 
small, it allows a low startup delay. If the buffer never 
underflows, it allows continuous playback. If the 
buffer is eventually large, it asymptotically allows high 
robustness as well as high, nearly constant quality. 
Thus, client buffer management is a key element af-
fecting the performance of streaming media systems.  
content requesting peer node 
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Put the content block to  
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The buffer duration (i.e., the number of seconds 
of content in the buffer) tends to increase or decrease 
depending on the ratio between the arrival rate ra (the 
number of bits per second of real time that arrive at 
the client) and the coding rate rc (the number of bits 
per second of encoded content, on average). If ra/rc is 
greater than the playback speed ν, then the buffer 
duration increases; otherwise it decreases. The arrival 
rate ra is essentially determined by the network ca-
pacity, so if the network capacity drops dramatically 
for a sustained period, reducing the coding rate rc is 
the only appropriate way to maintain the buffer dura-
tion and prevent an underflow leading to a rebuffering 
event. Adjusting the coding rate in the face of time 
varying network conditions is the problem of coding 
rate control.  
Today’s commercial streaming media systems 
(Conklin et al., 2001; Birney, 2003) rely on multi bit 
rate (MBR) coding to perform coding rate control. In 
MBR coding, semantically identical content is en-
coded into alternating bit streams at different coding 
rates and stored in the same media file at the server, 
allowing the content to be streamed at different levels 
of quality corresponding to a set of coding rates {rc}, 
typically using bit stream switching.  
Here we first summarize an Optimal Rate Con-
trol (ORC) framework (Huang et al., 2004a; 2004b; 
2005) based on linear quadratic optimal control the-
ory and designed for both scalable and MBR 
streaming media. We then describe how to naturally 
combine ORC with the MutualCast delivery scheme 
and gradually adjust the common quality at all peers. 
 
Optimal coding rate control 
The elements of our control model are illustrated 
in Fig.5. Media time refers to the clock running on the 
device used to capture and timestamp the original 
content, while client time refers to the clock running 
time the client used to play back the content. The 
playback deadline indicating the time at which frames 
are instantaneously decoded and rendered, increases 
linearly at a rate of 1/ν seconds of client time per 
second of media time, where ν is the playback speed. 
(For instance, slow motion sets ν=1/2, then each 
second of media will be consumed in 2 s of client time) 
The arrival schedule indicating the times at which 
encoded frames arrive at the client, increases in steps 
of size b(n)/ra, where b(n) is the size in bits of frame n. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The arrival schedule is bounded between a lower and 
an upper bound representing a leaky bucket (Ribas- 
Corbera et al., 2003) containing the encoded stream. 
The upper bound increases linearly at slope rc/ra. The 
goal of our control system is to control the upper 
bound so that it tracks a target schedule sufficiently in 
advance of the playback deadline. It should be clear 
that the direction of the upper bound can be changed 
by changing the coding rate rc, possibly to compen-
sate for a change in the arrival rate ra (affected by 
available network bandwidth). It turns out that the 
upper bound tb(n) at frame n evolves according to the 
linear dynamical system 
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where rc(n+1) is the coding rate of frame n+1,  a r  is a 
smoothed estimate of the arrival rate, and f the frame 
rate. Any deviation caused by using  a r   instead of the 
instantaneous arrival rate ra in the above equation is 
captured by the noise term w(n). Thus we can use 
linear feedback to make the upper bound tb(n) track a 
target schedule tT(n) by controlling the coding rate of 
a future frame. We also wish to minimize quality 
variations due to large or frequent changes in the 
coding rate. This is achieved by designing the feed-
back gain to minimize the quadratic cost function 
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where the first term penalizes the deviation of the 
buffer tube upper bound from the target schedule and 
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the second term penalizes the relative coding rate 
difference between successive frames. Here, N is the 
control window size and σ is a Lagrange multiplier or 
weighting parameter balancing the two terms.  
By defining the error state e(n)=tb(n)−tT(n) and 
the control input  a cc () = ((+ 2 ) (+ 1 ) ) , un r n r n r −/  the 
linear dynamical system can be expressed in error 
space as: 
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where e(n)=[e(n)e(n−1)u(n−1)]
T is a state vector in 
the error space and d(n)=w(n)−w(n−1). Correspond-
ingly, the cost function becomes: 
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where Q=C
TC (with C=[1 0 0]) and R=σ. Thus, the 
original coding rate control problem can be converted 
to a standard regulator problem in error space. After 
an optimal control feedback gain G
* is obtained by 
solving the corresponding Discrete Algebraic Riccati 
equation (DARE) (Anderson and Moore, 1990) (let-
ting N→∞), the ideal coding rate for frame n+2 can be 
computed as (refer to (Huang et al., 2005) for detailed 
derivation and analysis of stability and robustness) 
 
a cc (2 )(1 ) ( ) rn rn n r
∗ += + − .  Ge  
 
The term tb(n) within the error vector e(n) can be 
estimated as  a a() +() / , tng nr   where g(n) is the amount 
of space left in the leaky bucket after frame n is in-
serted.  
 
Multiple bit rate streaming 
The above coding rate control framework works 
perfectly for scalable streaming media. But to apply it 
to MBR streaming, a couple of additional issues need 
to be carefully addressed.  
First, in MBR streaming there are only a limited 
number of coding rates (usually 5~7) available. This 
coarse quantization of the desired coding rate intro-
duces a significant nonlinearity into the closed loop 
system. In fact, the large gaps between the available 
coding rates introduce oscillations. For example, if 
two neighboring coding rates straddle a constant ar-
rival rate, the controller will oscillate between the two 
coding rates in an attempt to keep the client buffer at a 
target level.  
Second, in MBR streaming the coding rate 
cannot be switched at an arbitrary time. In fact, before 
the server can switch to a new stream, it must wait for 
the next switch point (e.g., an I frame) in the new 
stream, which could be five or ten seconds away. 
Thus, the old coding rate may continue for quite a 
while before it changes to the new coding rate. From 
the controller’s perspective, this long random extra 
delay tends to destabilize the closed-loop system.  
Here, we describe a technique to help stabilize 
the control system and reduce steady state oscillations 
to a period of at least a minute. With this technique, 
rapid down-switching is permitted. In fact, we choose 
a small value of σ, changing the balance between 
responsiveness and smoothness of the coding rate in 
favor of a rapid switching response. However, only 
conservative up-switching is permitted. Conservative 
up-switching ensures that spurious changes in coding 
rate do not occur, and that oscillations in the coding 
rate have a low frequency. In particular, conservative 
up-switching reduces the oscillations between two 
adjacent but widely spaced MBR coding rates, one 
above the arrival rate and one below the arrival rate.  
The idea behind conservative up-switching is to 
establish a conservative limit on how high the coding 
rate can be raised above the arrival rate. If the current 
coding rate is below the arrival rate, and the client 
buffer duration begins to increase above its target 
level, then the coding rate can be switched up to a new 
coding rate above the arrival rate only if the new 
coding rate is below the conservative limit. Given the 
current client buffer duration, the conservative limit is 
set to a value such that if the coding rate is switched 
up to a new coding rate at this value, the client buffer 
would take at least ∆t seconds of client time to drain 
back to the target level. Thus, the mechanism ensures 
that the period of oscillation will be at least ∆t sec-
onds. In our experiments, we set ∆t to be 60 s.  
Fig.6 shows how we compute the conservative 
limit. Let  ∆τ1  be the client buffer duration (in media 
time) at the moment that the coding rate is switched up Huang et al. / J Zhejiang Univ SCIENCE A   2006 7(5):737-748  745
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
from 
old
c r to 
new
c . r  Thus ∆τ1 is the number of seconds 
of content that will be consumed at the old coding rate 
old
c r before content at the new coding rate begins to be 
consumed (For simplicity we assume that all of the 
content in the client buffer at the time of the switch is 
coded at rate 
old
c r ). Let ∆τ2 be the number of seconds 
of content that is consumed at the new coding rate 
new
c r  before the client buffer duration drops to some 
level ∆τ3 seconds (in media time), greater than the 
target level ∆τT. The duration of this phase is deter-
mined such that the total time since the switch is ex-
actly ∆t=(∆τ1+∆τ2)/v seconds (in client time). Now, 
the number of bits that arrive at this time 
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where ∆tT is the target buffer duration in client time. 
The parameter ∆t can be tuned to yield the desired 
behavior. A large ∆t indicates that up-switching is 
more conservative, while a smaller ∆t indicates that up- 
switching is more prompt. In our implementation, ∆t is 
set to 60 s while the target ∆tT is typically about 10 s. 
This improves controller stability for MBR streaming.  
 
Combining ORC with MutualCast 
ORC can be easily implemented as a black-box 
at the client, which exposes mainly two input inter-
faces and one output interface. One interface gets 
input from the client network component and is trig-
gered whenever a new network packet is received. 
ORC uses this information to compute the average 
arrival rate  a. r   The other interface gets input from the 
client application and is triggered whenever a com-
plete new frame is received. Then, ORC runs the 
aforementioned algorithm and outputs a desirable 
MBR rate. The MBR rate is feedback to the server, 
which in turn switches to the corresponding bit stream 
at the next switching point.  
From the above description, it is clear that ORC 
can be combined easily with the MutualCast delivery 
scheme. From ORC’s perspective, the source node has 
the media content and certainly functions as the server. 
The rest of the MutualCast network then can be visu-
alized as a giant client, and the redistribution queue at 
the source node can be imagined as the time varying 
network connection between the server and the client. 
When a new packet is inserted into the redistribution 
queue, it triggers ORC. And when a complete new 
frame is inserted into the redistribution queue, it also 
triggers ORC, which then outputs a desirable MBR 
rate. At the next switching point, a stream of corre-
sponding bit rate will be selected by the source node 
and the quality to all the peer nodes is affected after-
wards. Note that in this case, ORC is physically run-
ning at the source node, thus the quality adaptation 
will only be affected by the system wide throughput, 
not directly by the number of the peer nodes.  
 
Additional startup delay 
Using redistribution queues can cause additional 
startup delay, which is equivalent to the time taken to 
fill the buffer in the queues. Imagine one node is 
sending data to another with a limited upload band-
width, then the additional startup delay equals the 
amount of time taken to fill the sender buffer. Note 
that the receiver buffer will remain empty assuming 
unlimited download bandwidth. Let the sender buffer 
size be K and the upload bandwidth B, then the addi-
tional startup delay is 
 
d tK B = /.                               (6) 
 
In the MutualCast network, some data blocks are 
duplicated and delivered to all peer nodes directly by 
the source node (when Bs>Bs1+Bs2 in Eq.(1)). The 
additional startup delay inccurred by these data 
blocks can be computed using Eq.(6). Other data 
blocks, however, are redistributed by the peer nodes 
Buffer duration 
∆τ1 
Buffer duration 
∆τ3≥∆τT 
Switch from 
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c r to
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c r  
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rate 
old
c r  
Buffer drops back 
to level ∆τ3 
Consume data of 
rate 
new
c r  
Time  
Consume data of 
rate 
old
c r  
Fig.6  Conservative rate up-switching 
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and reach their destination through the two-tier trees. 
The intermediate nodes in these trees have limited 
upload bandwidths. For those data blocks, the addi-
tional startup delay equals the time taken to fill the 
source sender buffer, the intermediate node’s receiver 
buffer, and its sender buffer to the destination node as 
well. Assuming all buffers are the same size, then 
td=3K/B. Considering all possible routes for the data 
blocks: (1) directly from the source; (2) from the other 
content-requesting peer nodes; and (3) from the 
non-content-requesting peer nodes, we can get the 
additional startup delay as  
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This really is an interesting and unintuitive result 
showing that although we can limit the buffer in the 
redistribution queues, the additional startup delay still 
increases linearly in terms of the peer nodes number. 
This indeed is another limiting factor constraining the 
size of the MutualCast network.  
 
 
PERFORMANCE 
 
We evaluate the performance of adaptive 
peer-to-peer streaming in the MutualCast network 
composed of 1 source and 4 peer nodes. The media 
file distributed is an MBR file containing a 20-minute 
clip of the Matrix coded at five different combinations 
of audio and video bit rates, as listed in Table 1, using 
a 5-second leaky bucket for each coding rate. The 
upload bandwidths of all peer nodes are shown in 
Fig.7, which vary randomly every second but also 
follow a general trend of decreasing, increasing and 
then stabilizing. Using Eq.(1), we compute the dis-
tribution capacity of the MutualCast network shown 
in Fig.8. Correspondingly, the measured throughput 
at the source node is also shown in Fig.8, which 
matches the optimal throughput quite well. This again 
confirms that the MutualCast network achieves the 
distribution capacity. Note that the measured 
throughputs are a bit more fluctuating, which is rea-
sonable considering the much more severe bandwidth 
fluctuations of all the peer nodes.  
Fig.9 shows the receiving rate, reception quality 
and buffer status at one of the peer nodes, which is 
quite typical among all the peer nodes. It is clear that 
users’ expectations are satisfied with no rebuffering, 
maximal quality and smoothness over the entire ses-
sion. Indeed, Fig.9 shows that the coding rate (and 
hence the quality) is as high as possible given the 
average arrival rate, except during the first 15 s or so, 
in which the coding rate is lower than the arrival rate  
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Fig.7  Upload bandwidth at receiver nodes. (a) Node t1;
(b) Node t2; (c) Node t3; (d) Node t4 
Table 1  Bit rates in MBR file 
Audio (kbps) Video (kbps)  Audio+Video (kbps)
32    32     64 
32    64    96 
32 189  221 
32 314  346 
32 464  496 
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to build up the client buffer without incurring a large 
startup delay. Smoothness is also achieved, since the 
coding rate does not change spuriously, dropping only 
when the client buffer falls below its target and rising 
only when it can sustain the higher bit rate for at least 
60 s in steady state. Correspondingly, Fig.9 shows 
that after the initial 15 s, the buffer duration hovers 
between 5 and 35 s, and does not underflow. Note that 
the receiving rate at the peer node is even more fluc-
tuating than the source node throughput, although 
their long term average is the same. Also note that 
these fluctuations at the peer node do not affect the 
reception quality determined at the source node. As 
long as the peer node buffer does not underflow, 
continuous playback is guaranteed.  
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In this paper, we describe the MutualCast frame- 
work, a simple multi-tree ALM scheme that quickly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
adapts to heterogeneous and time-varying networks, 
while achieving provably optimal throughput per-
formance. Combining it with ORC, a con-
trol-theoretical framework for quality adaptation, we 
study how the adaptivity of MutualCast can be paired 
with the adaptive rate control for streaming media. 
Using multiple bit rate video content, we show that 
the proposed system can smoothly adjust the common 
quality received at all the nodes while maintaining a 
continuous streaming experience at each, even when 
the network undergoes independent and severe 
bandwidth fluctuations.  
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